Recycling

The options are endless!

During this crisis, Cardiff Council are unable to carry out the usual recycling
operations and are sending recyclable items to the energy from waste plant
along with general waste - therefore it's more important now for you to
recycle as much as you can at home!

Cardboard Boxes
Cardboard boxes can
provide hours/days/weeks
of fun and entertainment!
For most of these all you
need are a pair of scissors,
tape and a pen.
Sit in Cars
Easles
Musical Instruments
Garages
Doll Houses

Recycling
Cardboard Kitchens

By providing children with their own play
kitchen, it gives them a sense of
independence, which increases their selfconfidence.
Check out the kitchen this Mum made for
some inspiration:

https://www.forurbanwomen.com/2016/02/fili
pina-mom-creates-mini-play-kitchen.html

Recycling
Cardboard Fort

Dens are loved by children of all
ages and we're sure you all have a
bit of Joey in you.

Recycling
Cardboard Games & Crafts

Big boxes or small boxes, you can
turn them into something very fun
and exciting!
Plus your kids will love you for it!

Recycling
Toilet Rolls

One thing I think we all have enough of is Loo Roll! So here are some ideas of
what you can do with all the empty rolls.

Trains
Cars
Binoculars
Butterflies
Animals
People
Music Shakers
Pencil Holder

Recycling
Milk Bottles

Here are some ideas of what you can try to do with milk bottles at home.
If you complete the igloo then you are a super champ!
Guttering
So much fun and also great for children's
hand-eye coordination, gross and fine motor,
language, cognitive skills, knowledge and
understanding

Bird Feeder
Cut a big enough
hole and thread
through a stick, fill
with bird feed, then
sit back and watch
all the different
birds visit

Igloo
If you go through a lot of milk in
your house then this task is for you!
Good luck - we want to see!

Watering Can
Poke a few holes in
the lid and make an
instant watering
can to help all those
plants grow...
or just have a great
water fight

Recycling
Milk Bottles

Herb Garden
Chop the bottom of the handle off to make a hook, then
cut a hole in the top half of the jug to make a pot. Fill
the bottom with some soil then plant your herbs or
seeds.
You could paint the bottles first to make them prettier
and more eye catching.
Elmer Elephant
Chop off the bottom of
the milk bottle,
mix pva glue with some
water,
cut up some tissue paper,
then let loose and Elmer
will appear!

Fairy House
Cut out a little door, paint
and decorate.
Then move the fairies in!

Scoop
Cut an angled
shape and you
have a very
practical
scoop!

Sailing Boat
Chop off the top,
tape in a lolly pop
stick and
add a paper
sail. Use in
the bath or
out in the
paddling
pool.

Recycling
Plastic Bottle Games

Skittles
Fill your used bottles with coloured water. Place
them together with a couple of meters run way then
find a ball and get rolling.

Hoop the Bottle
If you don't have any
hoops then you could
always make some out
of cardboard.
Set the empty bottles up
and pretend you're at
the fair!
Gobble Bottles
Cut a hole in the bottle, scrunch up
some paper and get throwing

Catch Bottles
Cut the top off a bottle, keep the lid. Stick a ping
pong ball or other small ball to some string then
wrap the other end around the lid and screw the top
on to keep it secure.

Recycling
Sensory Bottles

So Many Options!
Sensory bottles can be so much fun for children of all
ages. They can be for looking at, for making noise with
or for listening to. You can fill old bottles with coloured
water, random buttons, bits of gravel... so many options!
Just make sure the top is secure - probably best to add a
bit of extra tape.
Magnetic bottles
Use mineral oil to fill the
bottle and add in spare
safety pins and other bits
of metal.

Seasons
Collect
elements that
represent the
different
seasons.

Pretty Colours
Mix coloured water with
vegetable oil and watch
how it parts

Story Bottles
Fill the bottles with
different items that
relate to your
favourite story.
Glitter!
Glitter in your bottles
will keep the eyes
concentrated for ages.

Recycling
Egg Cartons

Here are some ideas of what you can try to do with your empty egg
boxes. Our favourite is obviously the little chick idea!
Chicks
Cut the box up into it's separate egg holder
compartments. Paint whatever colour you
want, add little paper beaks and a feather,
then drawer 2 little eyes and tweet away.

The Hungry
Caterpillar
Cut length ways
down the middle of
your carton. Paint,
stick on googly eyes
and pipe cleaners.
That's it!

Glasses
Cut out a pair of the holders, cut
out little holes in the bottom,
paint then add a stick.

Colour Hunt
Paint different
colours in each
compartment then
try and find items
that match while
out on your daily
walk or in the
garden.

Recycling
More Egg Box Ideas

DIY Chess Board
Separate each egg holder - paint 16 pieces one colour
and another 16 pieces another. Separately decorate the
coloured pieces so you can differentiate the pieces.
Paint a checker board on a piece of cardboard and start
the challenge!
Chinese Dragon
Cut out the separate
holders, pierce a hole and
thread a piece of string or
wool through - tie a knot at
each end. Add sticks to hold.

Flowers
Cut and paint
the separate
holders,
thread a pipe
cleaner.

Flower Wreath
Chop up the
separate holders,
add a couple
of slits,
paint
different
colours and
stick in a
circle.

Mouse House
Chop out the middle bits,
glue on some cardboard
ears and a tail. Paint the
box yellow and cut out
some holes to make it
look like a cheese house.

Recycling
Other Ideas

Newspaper Crafts
Origami
Boats
Hats
Animals
Papier Mache
Flowers
Paper Aeroplanes
Cork Painting
Do you have a few
more bottle corks
lying about more
than usual at the
moment?
Use them wisely paint a lovely
rainbow to stick in
your window.

Memory and Match Game
Use old jar lids to create a
memory game. Stick
different pictures, numbers or
letters to the upside of two
lids. Do at least 3 different
ones - so you'll need 6 lids to
start. Each time you empty
the jam pot, add it to your
game.

Useful websites

https://www.notimeforflashcards.com/2014/04/recycled-art-projectfor-kids-2.html
Pinterest! - If ever in doubt get download pinterest and get searching.

